
 

 

Sukkot: A Time of Unity 
   By Shira Lieber (Shulamith ‘19) 

 

 As the year of 5777 recedes into the past, we are 

heading into the coming year with open arms and a 

clean slate. We recognize from Elul until Yom Kippur 

that Hashem is the merciful Judge, and we hope and pray 

that He will give us another year of health and prosperity. 

Then, when the holiday of Sukkot arrives, we acknowledge 

Hashem as our loving Father and King who wants us to be 

besimcha, which is accomplished by keeping His mitzvot. 

 During the Shacharit services on Sukkot, we listen to a few 

Torah portions that correlate with the holiday. One of the haftarot 

that we read is from the 14th chapter of Zechariah. Why do we 

read this particular part of Trei Asar (the 12 prophets) on Sukkot, 

and what is the significance of Zechariah? 

 We should take a look at the message that Zechariah was 

trying to convey in this perek in order to find the answer to the 

first question. I would like to take a look at the passuk in 16:4: 

“And it will come to pass that everyone left of the nations who 

came up against Jerusalem will go up from year to year to 

prostrate himself to the King, the Lord of Hosts, and to celebrate 

the festival of Tabernacles.” In other words, Sukkot is a time of 

unity for all nations. From here we learn that Zechariah, being one 

of the greatest nevi’im in history, is telling the Jewish people that 

the gentiles are also going to “prostrate” before Hashem, on 

Sukkot. This is why Zechariah’s words are read on Sukkot. 

 Furthermore, we can gain a better understanding of why this 

portion of Zechariah was chosen to be read on the first day of 

Sukkot. The uniqueness behind Zechariah’s prophecy was that he 

prophesied that during the time of Sukkot, we will someday unite 

with all the nations in Yerushalayim! They will all acknowledge 

the existence of Hashem, and we will all live in the time of 

Mashiach. In other words, there will be complete achdut during 

the time of Mashiach. 

 As we all know, this time of year is very hectic for our 

spiritual growth. As the “oomph” of the Yamim Noraim slowly 

recedes and we find ourselves slipping into routine, which 

unfortunately may sometimes include a lack of appreciation for the 

mitzvot bein adam lechaviro, the laws of social interactions, it is 

our job as the Jewish nation to strive for unity within our 

communities. From our enemies, whose sole purpose is to 

annihilate us, we come to a realization of where we stand as a 

nation. One way that we can bring the redemption upon us 

presently is to unite with our fellow Jews. If we take this lesson to 

heart, we will bring the Geulah together.  
 

 

 

 

 
 

Arbah Minim and Sukkah: 
Symbols for Our Time 

by Ilan Bocian (YULA ‘19) 

 

 In Parshat Re’eh, Hashem enjoins us to observe 

the Shalosh Regalim. Pesach is specified exclusively 

according to the laws concerning the Pesach-offering, 

matzah, and zechirat yetziat mitzrayim. The mitzvah of 

simchat hachag is absent. Shavuot is prescribed in terms 

of the counting of seven weeks from the beginning of the barley 

harvest, the voluntary offerings, and the mitzvah of vesamachta 

lifnei Hashem elokecha. And yet Sukkot is the sole chag 

distinguished by the appellation zeman simchateinu, derived from 

“vesamachta bechagecha (Devarim 16:14)”  and “vehayita ach 

sameach (Devarim 16:15)” . This dual reference to simchat hachag 

bespeaks the duality of Sukkot, namely, the fulfillment of the 

mitzvot of sukkah and lulav, co-equal in standing, quite distinct in 

symbology, yet tied together in heightening our Emunat Hashem. 

 The mitzvah of sukkah (Vaykira 23:42), with its open door 

and open roof, invites us to reside betzila demehemnuta, in the 

shadow of emunah (Zohar, Emor 103a). Physical vulnerability need 

not be an impediment to psychological and spiritual simcha. For the 

Shechinah to dwell among us, Emunah and Bitachon are required, 

not the physical grandeur of a palace. The sukkah is particular to 

Am Yisrael, symbolizing its physical and spiritual journey from 

enslavement to revelation to nationhood in the service of Hashem. 

 Mitzvat Lulav mandates that we take “the fruit of a citron tree, 

the branches of date palms, twigs of plaited trees, and brook 

willows” (Vayikra 23:40). There appears to be no clear source in 

Chumash regarding the reason for taking the lulav. However, the 

symbolic interpretations of Mitzvat Lulav in Midrashic sources are 

rich with meaning. The Midrash Vaykira Rabbah 30:12 famously 

describes how the Arbah Minim correspond to four different types 

of Jews: “Just as the citron has a pleasant taste and fragrance, so too 

Israel has among them people of Torah and good deeds. Just as the 
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 date palm has taste but no fragrance, so too Israel has among 

them those with Torah but not good deeds. Just as the myrtle 

has fragrance but no taste, so too Israel has among them those 

with good deeds but no Torah. And just as the willow has 

neither fragrance nor taste, so too Israel has among them people 

with no Torah and no good deeds. Hakadosh Baruch Hu said 

‘bind them together into one, and these will atone for those.’ ” 

Mitzvat Lulav represents the yearning for achdut in Klal 

Yisrael, for the purpose of a communal service of G-d. 

 From a different perspective, the Midrash (ibid. 30:14) 

likens the Arbah Minim to the organs and limbs of the human 

body. The passuk in Tehillim 35:10 says “All my bones shall 

say, O Lord, who is like You.” The Midrash tells us that this 

passuk refers to the taking of the Arbah Minim, for “ the spine 

of the palm branch is similar to the spine of man. The myrtle is 

similar to the eye. The willow is similar to the mouth. And the 

citron is similar to the heart.” The organs and limbs of the body 

should be used for good. 

 Zechariah 14:16-19 links the celebration of Sukkot by all 

the world’s nations (in Yemot Hamashiach) to the blessing of 

rain. Indeed, in an explicit connection between Sukkot and rain, 

it is stated in Mishnayot Rosh Hashana 1:2 that on Sukkot the 

world is judged for rain. Rambam in Moreh Nevuchim (III:43) 

reminds us that the Arbah Minim, not a trace of which could be 

found in the midbar, stands for the agricultural lushness of 

Eretz Yisrael, an attribute that could only materialize with the 

blessing of rainfall. Moshe Rabbeinu admonishes Klal Yisrael 

that “the land you are entering...is not like the land of Egypt. 

[It] is a land of mountains and valleys that drinks rain from 

heaven...the eyes of the Lord, your G-d, are continually on it… 

(Devarim 11:10-12)” Likewise, “If you hearken to my 

commandments...I shall provide rain for your land in its proper 

time ” (ibid. 13-14). Rainfall in Eretz Yisrael does not come 

with the certainty of the flow of the Nile River. The Arbah 

Minim remind Klal Yisrael, therefore, that it must look not to 

the ground, but to shamayim, to heaven, for its sustenance. 

 The common thread of these various, distinct symbolisms 

of Mitzvot Sukkah and Lulav is that they are the symbols par 

excellence of what Rabbi Jonathan Sacks calls “a festival of 

insecurity,” in which the Sukkah is a symbol of the fragility and 

preciousness of life, and the Arbah Minim a symbol of the 

dependence of our very sustenance on the beneficence of 

Hashem. In the words of Rabbi Sacks, “[Sukkot] is the candid 

acknowledgement that there is no life without risk...that G-d is 

with us in the rain that brings blessings to earth….and in the 

resilience of spirit that allowed a small and vulnerable people to 

outlive the greatest empires the world has ever seen (Ceremony 

and Celebration, 2017).” May the symbolism of the Arbah 

Minim and the Sukkah strengthen our Emunah and Bitachon in 

Hashem and allow us to rejoice in life despite its insecurities 

and uncertainties.  

 
Sukkot: A Time for Emunah and 

Personal Growth 
       by Abigail Stein (Kushner ‘18) 

 

 It is very clear why we celebrate many of our Yamim 

Tovim. For example, we celebrate Pesach because we escaped 

Egypt, while Shavuot celebrates the Jews receiving the Torah at 

Har Sinai. Both represent very exceptional and foundational 

aspects of our Jewish history and of the identity of the Jewish 

nation. This opens up the question of “How does Sukkot fit in 

with the other Shalosh Regalim, which are an integral part of our 

being?” On the surface, Sukkot is about the huts we sit in and 

shaking the lulav and etrog, but there is so much more to the 

holiday that makes it more than worthy of its title as a part of the 

Shalosh Regalim. 

 Sukkot is commemorating and celebrating Bnei Yisrael 

wandering through the desert for 40 years. This seems a little 

strange, as we were only in the desert for so long because of the 

sin of the meraglim. We could have been in Israel so much 

earlier, and instead, we spent 40 extra years wandering through 

the desert! That doesn’t sound like something to celebrate. 

 However, there is a very different way of viewing these 40 

years. The generation that viewed all of the miracles of Hashem 

in the Exodus from Egypt had passed away, and this next 

generation was not as trusting in Hashem because they had not 

witnessed the same miraculous experiences as the generation 

prior. By providing food, shelter, and safety in extraordinary 

ways for Bnei Yisrael in the desert, Hashem re-instilled the trust 

and belief that the nation needed to be worthy of entering Israel, 

and that certainly is something to celebrate. Rather than 

commemorating a punishment, we are commemorating a rebirth. 

 Sukkot also embodies another celebration: the last autumn 

harvest before the winter. While this may seem like a simple 

reason for celebration, it also represents strong trust and faith in 

Hashem. Especially in Israel, where rain is scarce, there is no 

promise for enough rain to keep people fed until the next harvest, 

but with trust in Hashem, we know that He will support us just as 

He did in the desert. 

 Both of these ideas may seem quite far removed to those of 

us living in the Diaspora, but they are more connected to our lives 

than we think. Sukkot is a seven-day hiatus from normalcy, 

eating and even sleeping outside, and it is a good reminder of 

how lucky we are to be living in homes with beds to sleep in. The 

Sefat Emet says that when Bnei Yisrael were wandering in the 

desert, they were not homeowners, and were therefore free of 

many responsibilities. This led to them being able to focus solely 

on religious growth. By taking this week to be in our sukkah with 

our families and close friends, it provides time for reflection on 

how many miracles Hashem does for us on a daily basis. 

Removing ourselves from the everyday hustle of life to simply 

celebrate re-instills a strong faith in Hashem, and gives time to 

work on ourselves religiously. 

 As we sit in a sukkah in the year 5778, modeling what our 

forefathers did so many years ago as they awaited their entrance 

into Israel, while we await Mashiach, we are not so different from 

them after all. Both our forefathers and us have the commonality 

of strong Emunah in Hashem, and with that faith we will enter 

Eretz Yisrael. May that day come soon. 
 

Hoshana Rabbah: 
A Day of Teshuva? 
by David Tanner (MTA ‘18) 

 

 Of all the dates on the calendar in the time of the Yamim 

Noraim, there is perhaps none so enigmatic as Hoshana Rabbah. 

It is considered, especially in Chassidic circles, an especially 
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significant day, marking the delivery of the final verdict 

regarding the year to come, which was written on Rosh 

Hashana and sealed on Yom Kippur. However, the main 

observance of Hoshana Rabbah, walking around seven times 

with the Hoshana-bundle and then beating it on the floor, 

seems very strange and puzzling. What is its symbolism, and 

how does that frame Hoshana Rabbbah in the larger picture of 

the Yamim Noraim? 

 The Talmud Yerushalmi (Rosh Hashana 4:8) quotes the 

passuk in Yeshayah 58:2, which is part of the haftara of Yom 

Kippur Shacharis. The passuk states, “Yet they seek Me daily 

(yom yom)” , referring to the teki’ah, blowing, and the aravah, 

willow. The Korban Ha’eidah explains that there are two days 

a year on which everyone seeks G-d: Rosh Hashana, when the 

shofar is blown, and Hoshana Rabbah, when the aravah is 

taken. Though it sounds positive, this passuk is actually 

castigating the Jews for insincerity in their teshuva; the verse 

continues that although the Jews appear righteous, asking 

questions of halacha and desiring closeness to Hashem, they 

fail to internalize the message of repentance, continuing to sin 

even as they fast and don sackcloth. Rashi notes that instead of 

doing teshuva, Klal Yisrael are involved in their own affairs 

and even steal on fast days. 

 It is striking to compare this passage in Yeshayah with the 

city of Nineveh in the story of Yonah, the haftarah of Yom 

Kippur Mincha. When Yonah warned Nineveh that G-d would 

destroy the city in 40 days, the people immediately responded 

with fasting and donning sackcloth, for they “believed in G-d 

(Yonah 3:5)”. The Ibn Ezra comments that this statement does 

not mean the people of Nineveh had a strong attachment to 

following G-d’s will; it merely means that they believed in the 

prophecy of their destruction were they not to repent. The king 

of Nineveh orders his people to repent and “turn back from the 

robbery which is in their hands (3:8)”; the purpose being that 

they “not perish (3:9)”. The sole reason for the Ninevites’ 

teshuva was self-preservation. Based on the passuk in 

Yeshayah, the Jewish people, on the other hand, seek a close 

relationship with G-d; however, they fail to change their ways 

and act honestly, as Nineveh did. 

 How could Klal Yisrael miss the message that the people 

of Nineveh so clearly grasped, especially considering the 

dimension of closeness to G-d, the “kirvas Elokim,” that is 

unique to the Jewish people? We may suggest that the Jews’ 

recalcitrance to repent is in fact because of, not despite, this 

closeness to G-d. Knowing that we are the Am Nanivchar 

perhaps causes us to be overconfident that G-d will forgive us 

even if we do not do the requisite teshuva. In contrast, Nineveh 

had no pretense of closeness to G-d; they realized that Hashem 

was going to destroy them, and so they repented. 

 Going back to Hoshana Rabbah, the Maharsha (Sukkah 

45a) explains the practice of encircling the Mizbei’ach with the 

Hoshana-bundle (as they did in the Beis Hamikdash; our 

minhag, to encircle the bimah, is based on this custom). The 

Maharsha states that we surround the Mizbei’ach (or bimah) 

with the Hoshana-bundle in hand, symbolizing the enemies of 

Klal Yisrael that surround us and our hope that Hashem will 

save us from them. Then we beat the Hoshanos, representing 

our enemies, upon the floor, symbolizing that G-d should 

destroy them. 

 It is possible to understand Hoshana Rabbah as signifying 

the kirvas Elokim unique to the Jewish people. Throughout Rosh 

Hashana and Yom Kippur, we ask Hashem to have mercy on us 

and to refrain from judging us harshly. On Hoshana Rabbah we 

take that a step further, asking Hashem to act on His relationship 

with us, and not only to abstain from destroying us, but to destroy 

our enemies. As Yeshayah relates, however, we cannot jump to 

kirvas Elokim without having done sincere teshuva. As the Yamim 

Noraim ebb away and we again find ourselves slipping into 

routine, let us remind ourselves that to maintain the kirvas 

Elokim we all so desire, we must maintain our teshuva. We must 

constantly be honest with ourselves and evaluate and reevaluate 

our deeds, even as we move onwards in the yearly cycle. We 

shall then be zocheh to kirvas Elokim.  

 
Bitachon vs. Hishtadlus 

by Eli Litwin (Katz ‘18) 

 

 “[Sit in sukkos] so that your generations will know that I 

caused the Children of Israel to dwell in booths when I took them 

from the land of Egypt (Vayikra 23:43)...” 

 In the Gemara (Maseches Sukkah 11b), there is a 

controversy between Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi Eliezer whether the 

sukkos in the desert were physical booths or “ananei hakavod,”  

“clouds of glory”. Rabbi Akiva says it refers to physical booths, 

and Rabbi Eliezer says it refers to the Clouds of Glory. The 

question is asked, what is the reasoning behind this dispute? Both 

Tana’im would agree that G-d in His Omnipotence could very 

well have made the clouds of glory give shelter to Bnei Yisrael, 

and at the same time it would have been just as logical for the 

children of Israel to dwell in booths. What exactly is the 

foundation of this machlokes? 

 Some explain that the difference of opinion between the two 

Tana’im is a matter of what the Torah wishes to emphasize—

Hishtadlus or Bitachon. Hishtadlus is the recognition of the 

necessity of making some endeavor and effort on one's own 

behalf. Bitachon is faith and trust in G-d. Rabbi Akiva says the 

sukkos were physical huts, that it was important to emphasize and 

to inculcate into the Jewish people that Hishtadlus, making an 

effort on one's part, being an activist, is of the essence. Rabbi 

Eliezer is of the belief that Bitachon, faith in G-d, trust in the 

Almighty, was of the essence. The sukkos the passuk refers to, 

therefore, were the Ananei Hakavod, to demonstrate to the 

children of Israel that because they had the faith to follow G-d 

through the wilderness, through no-man's-land, G-d would in turn 

shelter them. 

 Though Hishtadlus and Bitachon seem to be the antithesis 

of each other, they are not mutually exclusive. In the Torah we 

find that when the nation of Amalek attached and waged war with 

Bnei Yisrael, “Moshe said to Yehoshua, ‘choose people for us 

and go to battle with Amalek’ (Shemos 17:9).” The Torah further 

states, “it happened that when Moshe raised his hand Israel was 

stronger and when he lowered his hand Amalek was 

stronger” (Shemos 17:11). Chazal observed that the Torah is 

teaching us that as long as Israel looked heavenward and 

subjected their heart to their Father in Heaven, they would 

prevail. But when they did not, they would fall (Mishna Rosh 

Hashana 3:8). Another example is when the Egyptians were 

pursuing Bnei Yisrael after they left Egypt. The Sea of Reeds was 

before Bnei Yisrael, and Moshe told Bnei Yisrael to fear not, for 
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 “Hashem will make war for you and you shall remain 

silent” (Shemos 14:14). It it interesting that the word 

“tacharishun,” “to remain silent,” could also be translated as “to 

plough,” meaning that you, Bnei Yisrael, must make some effort 

on your part. Whether or not one accepts this translation, the 

following sentence states, “G-d said to Moshe: Why do you cry 

out to Me? Speak to the Children of Israel and let them journey 

forth (Shemos 14:15).” Chazal explain that Moshe too was 

praying. G-d told him that when Bnei Yisrael is in distress, that 

it is not a time just to pray. Let them forge ahead. 

 These are example of Hishtadlus and Bitachon. But we can 

even go one step further, and suggest that the sukkah, which we 

sit in on the “Chag Ha’asif,” “The Harvest Holiday (Shemos 

34:22),” the time when man reaps his harvest from the fields, 

serves a twofold purpose. One message is being directed to the 

“haves” while the other is to the “have nots”. To those who 

reaped an abundant harvest from their field, the “haves”, who 

may think that their success is only a result of their own 

Hishtadlus, the Almighty says “Get out of your secure homes, 

where you feel a deep and strong sense of security, that feeling 

of ‘I made it,’ and go live in the frail sukkah, where a strong 

wind can topple it over. Do not ever feel so haughty and proud 

that you think ‘...Kochi ve’otzem yadi asa li es hachayil hazeh,’ 

‘my strength and the might of my hand made me all this wealth 

(Devarim 8:17).’ Remember that without Me, without the rain I 

sent you and the favor I bestowed upon you, you would have 

nothing.” 

 And to the “have nots,” those who put in their Hishtadlus 

yet did not receive the most successful results, G-d says 

“Remember the sukkah you sat in during the time of the 

Children of Israel were in the desert. When they left Egypt and 

placed their faith in Me, I had them sit in a sukkah of ‘ananei 

hakavod,’ ‘clouds of glory’. Fear not, have faith; you may not 

have too much to rejoice over in this particular ‘zeman 

simchaseinu,’ but with Bitachon in Me, you will manage to 

overcome.”  
 

The Sukkah: Castle on a Cloud  
or Hagrid’s Hut? 

by Estee Brooks (DAT ’18) 

 

 On Daf 11b of Masechet Sukkah, Rabbi Akiva and Rabbi 

Eliezer debate what the sukkah represents. Rabbi Akiva 

understands it to be a recollection of the huts the Jews built in 

the desert after leaving Mitzrayim. Support for his opinion can 

be found in Devarim 16:13, as the passuk states: “chag hasukkot 

ta’aseh lecha” , “You should make for yourself the holiday of 

Sukkot”. The phrase “ta’aseh lecha,” “make for yourself”, 

implies that Bnei Yisrael actively created sukkot, or shelters, to 

protect themselves from the harsh desert environment. On the 

other hand, Rabbi Eliezer considers the sukkah to be a physical 

representation of the Ananei Hakavod, the heavenly clouds that 

protected the Jews in the desert. Evidence for this idea is found 

in Vayikra 23:43, where it states, “[Sit in sukkot] in order that 

your generations should know that [Hashem] caused B’nei 

Yisrael to sit in sukkot”. In this context, it is Hashem who takes 

the active role in providing protection for Bnei Yisrael, while 

Bnei Yisrael remains passive. 

 A number of rishonim support Rabbi Eliezer’s view that 

we build sukkot to remind us of the Ananei Hakavod in the 

desert. Rashi, along with Targum Yonatan and Onkelos, 

interprets the word “basukkot” in Vayikra 23:43 as being 

synonymous with Ananei Hakavod. Ramban agrees with this 

translation and explains that the purpose of sukkot is to recognize 

the tremendous acts of kindness that Hashem did for us in the 

desert, and the Ananei Hakavod is a major example of His 

generosity. Ramban brings further proof that the sukkah is a 

representation of the Ananei Hakavod from Yeshayahu 4:5, 

where the word “sukkah” is clearly used to describe the Ananei 

Hakavod. While one may ask why the passuk in Vayikra doesn’t 

explicitly mention the Ananei Hakavod by stating “in order that 

the generations know that [Hashem] caused Bnei Yisrael to dwell 

in Clouds of Glory”, Ramban asserts that there is no need for the 

passuk to be more detailed. The Torah already mentions that the 

clouds were used to protect the Jews, and “sukkah” is 

synonymous with “protection”; therefore, it is logical that the 

type of protection, or sukkot, used was the Ananei Hakavod. 

Ramban continues by explaining how translating “sukkot” as 

“Ananei Hakavod” resolves the seemingly odd timing of the 

holiday. Contrary to what one might expect, the commemoration 

of Sukkot takes place in autumn, and not immediately following 

Pesach, when Bnei Yisrael first left Egypt and came under the 

protection of the clouds. This is because Hashem’s clouds 

continued to protect Bnei Yisrael during the rainy season, and to 

emphasize this, we celebrate Sukkot in the month of Tishrei, 

when the rainy season begins. We sit in sukkot to remember the 

Ananei Hakavod and the fact that Hashem brought us through the 

desert and never once ceased taking care of us. 

 In contrast to the rishonim who agree with Rabbi Eliezer, 

the Rashbam sides with Rabbi Akiva and considers the sukkah to 

represent the actual huts that Bnei Yisrael built. Rashbam states 

that the purpose of the holiday is to remember that while Bnei 

Yisrael built temporary huts in the desert, eventually Hashem 

brought them into permanent homes in Eretz Yisrael. Sukkot 

comes at the harvest time because in Devarim 8 there is a 

warning against thinking that the farmer himself is the one who 

causes the produce to grow in Eretz Yisrael; instead, farmers 

must recognize that all of their abundance comes from Hashem, 

who took them out of Mitzrayim, through the desert, and into the 

land. This being true, it makes sense to celebrate this holiday at 

the time “Be’ospecha migornecha umiyikvecha,” “when you 

collect from your threshing floors and from your vineyards 

(Devarim 16:13).” During the harvest, when there is prosperity 

and wealth, it would be easy and tempting to claim that the 

success resulted from our own efforts, and to leave Hashem out 

of the picture entirely. Because Rashbam translates “sukkot” to 

mean physical huts, he does not focus on the miracles that 

Hashem did for us in the desert, but rather insists that Bnei 

Yisrael must be thankful to Hashem once in Eretz Yisrael. We 

must act with humility and be willing to acknowledge that our 

prosperity is from Hashem. When we step out of our homes and 

into the sukkah on Sukkot, we are physically reminded that all 

that we own is from Hashem.   

 The Ibn Ezra offers an interesting way to reconcile both 

views of what we are supposed to be reminded of by the sukkot. 

He states that in the desert, Hashem protected Bnei Yisrael from 

the scorching sun with the Ananei Hakavod; however, Bnei 

Yisrael also built shelters when the colder seasons arrived, 

because the Ananei Hakavod did not protect against the cold. 
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Therefore, according to the Ibn Ezra, while Sukkot is 

celebrated in the month of Tishrei because that is when Bnei 

Yisrael began to live in huts, the chag is also like Pesach in that 

it commemorates Yetziat Mitzrayim. It is possible to 

understand the Ibn Ezra's idea by acknowledging that Hashem 

only took us out of Mitzrayim, and performed miracles such as 

the Ananei Hakavod, on the condition that we follow in His 

ways. Therefore, a sukkah is neither simply intended to remind 

us of what Hashem did for Bnei Yisrael by providing the 

Ananei Hakavod nor only used to remind us that we must not 

be arrogant and must leave our homes to recognize that our 

greatness is from Hashem. Instead, a sukkah, and the holiday as 

a whole, is supposed to remind us that we have a bond with 

Hashem. Hashem constantly provides for us, as He did in the 

desert. However, we have an obligation to Him to follow His 

Torah and mimic His ways. We sit in a sukkah to remember 

Hashem's constant providing for us and to reinforce, as we 

enter the new year, our obligation to Hashem. 

 

Is Tishrei an Exclusively  
Jewish Month? 

by Avigail Schiff (Bruriah ‘19) 

 

 If a non-Jewish person comes up to you on Rosh 

Hashana, and wishes you a happy new year, what is the proper 

response? Do you merely say thank you? Actually, it is correct 

to respond with “Happy New Year to you too”. This is true 

because Rosh Hashana is not just the Jewish new year; it is the 

new year for all of creation, as Hashem sits in judgement over 

the entire world. We see this represented in the davening. A 

key theme of the day is malchiyos, or kingship. It is the day we 

coronate Hashem as Divine King. In the beracha of Kedushas 

Hayom, we conclude by declaring Hashem as “King over all of 

the land”. So really Rosh Hashana is a day relevant for 

everyone, on which He judges the entire world. 

 Being that Rosh Hashana is for everyone, it wouldn’t be 

an unreasonable logical extension to think that Yom Kippur is, 

as well. That is not the case, however, as Yom Kippur is a 

special gift reserved specifically for the Jews. The Gemara says 

that it is actually one of the two happiest days of the year 

(Ta’anis 30b). Yom Kippur is a gift to rejoice over because 

Hashem grants us forgiveness, atonement, and even 

purification if we fully take advantage of the day. 

 After the holiness of Yom Kippur, one could speculate 

that Sukkos would be another special day uniquely for the 

Jews, for us to celebrate that closeness and our newfound 

atonement. While this is true, Sukkos is actually the most 

universal of holidays. The Gemara quotes Rabbi Eliezer, who 

says that the 70 bulls offered on Sukkos correspond to the 70 

nations of the world. Rashi comments that the reason the 70 

bulls represent the 70 nations is to provide them with 

atonement, as the entire world is judged about rainfall on 

Sukkos. In Zechariah (14:16-17), it says that all of the nations 

should come and celebrate Sukkos. It adds that if the nations do 

not come, they will receive the punishment of drought, since 

we know that on Sukkos we are judged for rain. 

 To further emphasize  the inclusivity of the holiday, note 

the pasuk from Yeshayahu that we said every day in Selichos. 

It says there (56:7): “For My House shall be called a house of 

prayer for all peoples.” This notion of the Beis Hamikdash being 

for everyone is most notably expressed during Sukkos. 

 From the first day of Sukkos to the seventh, we bring our 

Korbanos starting with 13 bulls on the first day, 12 on the second 

day, and so on down to seven. This adds up to 70, representing 

the universal aspect of Sukkos. The eighth day, however, is 

Shemini Atzeres, our special day with Hashem, and only a single 

bull is offered. As Rashi says (Vayikra 23:36), Shemini Atzeres 

was made because “it is so hard for Me to part with you”. 

What is the takeaway from all of the back and forth, between 

universalism and specific focus on Bnei Yisrael, found in 

Chodesh Tishrei? We learn that the two seemingly conflicting 

themes, Hashem’s relationship with the Jews versus His 

relationship with all the nations of the world, actually work 

beautifully together to produce one very important lesson. In the 

month of Tishrei, there is a strong emphasis on the close 

relationship between Hashem and His chosen nation. As His 

chosen nation, we have a responsibility to model behavior as an 

“ohr lagoyim,” “a light unto the nations,” to comport ourselves 

with morality and dignity, and to share that with all of Hashem’s 

children.  

 

Lulav Hagazul and Sukkos Supplication 
by Akiva Finkelstein (Cooper ‘19) 

 

 In Maseches Sukkah 30a, Rav Yochanan says that the 

reason one does not fulfill his obligation with a stolen lulav on 

the second day of Yom Tov is because it is a “Mitzvah haba’ah 

be’aveira,”  a “mitzvah that came with an aveirah.”  What exactly 

does it mean that it “came with an aveirah”? Moreover, who 

cares that the mitzvah came with an aveirah? At the end of the 

day you shook a lulav as you were commanded!   

 Tosafos (ibid.) explain that the reason why a stolen lulav is 

considered Mitzvah Haba'ah Be'aveirah is due to the fact that he 

fulfills the mitzvah on account of the stealing. In other words, the 

issue of Mitzvah Haba'ah Be'aveirah is that one cannot do a 

mitzvah that came directly as a result of and is dependent upon an 

aveirah. Had he not stolen the lulav, he would not have been able 

to fulfill his obligation. This, however, is just one opinion as to 

what the nature of Mitzvah Haba'ah Be'aveirah really is. As we 

will see, there are other opinions as well. 

 The Yerushalmi in Shabbos 13:3 distinguishes between a 

case of eating stolen matzah on Pesach and doing keriah, tearing 

in mourning, on Shabbos (there is a general prohibition of tearing 

on Shabbos). Regarding the case of stolen matzah, the halachah is 

that one does not fulfill their obligation, as it is a problem of 

Mitzvah Haba'ah Be'aveirah. However, when it comes to 

performing keriah, one is in fact yotzei and there is no issue of 

Mitzvah Haba'ah Be'aveirah. The obvious question, which the 

Gemara addresses, is why should there be a distinction between 

keriah on Shabbos and eating stolen matzah? In both cases there 

is a mitzvah with an aveirah! To answer this question, the 

Gemara says that by the case of stolen matzah, the matzah itself 

is an object of aveirah. By the case of tearing on Shabbos, 

however, the one tearing is performing an aveirah, but the 

garment itself is not an object of aveirah. Seemingly, this 

Yerushalmi maintains that Mitzvah Haba'ah Be'aveirah 

specifically means that one cannot perform a mitzvah with an 

object that he transgressed an aveirah with. If, however, it 

happens to be that one transgresses an aveirah at the same time as 
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he performs the mitzvah, there would no problem of Mitzvah 

Haba’ah Be’aveirah. 

 It would seem that the Rambam takes this position as well. 

In Hilchos Shofar 1:3, he writes that one can fulfill his 

obligation with a stolen shofar, since the whole mitzvah is to 

hear the shofar, and one cannot steal a sound. The cheftzah, or 

object, of the mitzvah is the sound, and not the shofar itself. Had 

the shofar itself been the object of the mitzvah, however, then 

there seemingly would be a problem of Mitzvah Haba'ah 

Be'aveirah. 

 The Gemara in Sukkah 9a says that the passuk of “The 

festival of Sukkos you shall make for yourself (Devarim 16:13)” 

comes to disqualify a stolen sukkah. Tosafos there ask: why 

does the Gemara need this passuk to disqualify a stolen sukkah, 

if that halacha can be derived from the fact that it is a problem 

of Mitzvah Haba’ah Be'aveirah? The Ritva, based on a Tosafos 

Rabbeinu Peretz (Pesachim 35b), offers an interesting answer to 

this question. He says that in the case of a stolen lulav, the 

reason why Mitzvah Haba'ah Be'aveirah is a problem is because 

lulav is done for ritzuy, supplication, and a mitzvah done to gain 

Hashem’s favor cannot be done through an object with which an 

aveirah was performed. Sukkah, on the other hand, is not for 

ritzuy and a stolen sukkah would therefore not be an issue of 

Mitzvah Haba’ah Be’aveira. 

 We see that when it comes to lulav there is a special idea 

that its purpose is to gain Hashem’s favor, and as such it cannot 

be an object that reminds G-d of our sins. Hopefully, this 

Sukkos we will all keep in mind the important nature of the 

lulav as we perform this significant and purposeful mitzvah.  

 

Melacha on Chol Hamoed: 
Assur Mide’oraisa or Miderabanan?  

Elad Jesselsohn (Maimonides ’18)  

 

  A whole Maseches (tractate) is dedicated to the halachos 

pertaining to which melachos are allowed on Chol Hamoed. In 

short, all melacha is prohibited on Chol Hamoed, with the 

exception of melacha that fits into one of these five categories: 

1) Davar Ha’aveid—something which will cause monetary loss 

if not done. 

2) Tzarchei Ha’moed—melacha for an outcome that is 

necessary for usage on Chol Hamoed. 

3) Melacha that is done by a poal she’ein lo ma yochal—a 

worker that will not have what to eat unless he works. 

4) Tzarchei Rabbim—melacha done for the needs of the many.   

5) Ma’aseh Hedyot—melacha which is not the work of a 

specialist. 

 There is a disagreement among the Rishonim about 

whether the source of the prohibition of doing melacha on Chol 

Hamoed is mide’oraisa or miderabanan. There are various 

gemaros pointing in different directions. Some (Chagigah 18a 

and Moed Katan 11b) seem to suggest that the source is 

mide’oraisa, while others (Megillah 21a and Yerushalmi Moed 

Katan 2:3) seem to mean that the source is miderabanan. To 

pinpoint two crucial gemaros: In the Gemara in Chagigah 18a, 

there are a few different opinions as to which exact passuk in the 

Torah we learn the prohibition of melacha on Chol Hamoed 

from. From this gemara it would seem that the source of the 

prohibition is from the Torah. However, in the Yerushalmi 

Moed Katan 2:3, Rebbe Abba Bar Memel says that had people 

voted along with him, he would have permitted melacha to be 

done on Chol Hamoed because the whole point of abstaining 

from melacha is in order to give people time to eat and drink (in 

other words, to have simcha), and to learn Torah. Instead, as a 

result of having all this extra free time, people eat, drink, and act 

lightheadedly, which is the opposite of what the Torah wants 

from us. Therefore, says Rebbe Abba Bar Memmel, it would 

have been better for people to just do melacha and not have the 

extra free time to act light headedly. From this Yerushalmi it 

would seem that the source of the prohibition to do melacha on 

Chol Hamoed is miderabanan, which is why Rebbe Abba Bar 

Memel said that had he gotten the chachamim of his time to vote 

along with him, he could have “vetoed” the prohibition of doing 

melacha on Chol Hamoed. 

 Regarding what the conclusion is, the Rishonim fall into 

three camps. Some, such as Tosfos (Chagigah 18a s.v. Cholo 

Shel Moed Assur Be’asias Melacha), the Rosh (Moed Katan 

Siman 1), and others, hold that the source of abstaining from 

certain melachos on Chol Hamoed is completely derabanan 

(“completely” will become a key word after seeing the view of 

the Ramban). According to these Rishonim, the gemaros which 

attribute the prohibition to a biblical source are not to be taken 

literally; rather it is just an asmachta, a hint, from the Torah. 

 Other Rishonim are of the view that abstaining from 

melacha on Chol Hamoed is indeed mandated by the Torah itself. 

However, in the words of the Gemara (Chagigah 18a), “The 

Torah gave it over to Chazal to decide what day is allowed and 

not allowed in melacha (through Beis Din’s authority over 

sanctifying the new month), and to decide which melachos 

should be permitted and prohibited on Chol Hamoed.” In other 

words, the source of the prohibition of doing melacha on Chol 

Hamoed is from the Torah; it’s just that Chazal were the ones 

who defined which melachos should and should not be prohibited 

on Chol Hamoed. These Rishonim would explain Rebbe Abba 

Bar Memmel’s statement in the Yerushalmi as referring to 

mekach u'memkar, buying and selling, which is prohibited 

miderabanan according to everyone (Mishna Berurah 530, se’if 

katan 2). The Keren Orah has a different way to explain the 

Yerushalmi according to these Rishonim, which we will see later. 

 The third camp is those who hold like the peshara, 

compromise, of the Ramban. The Ramban’s position is that the 

source of the prohibition to do melacha on Chol Hamoed is 

mide’oraisa, just as it would seem from the Gemara in Chagigah. 

However, on a Torah level, any melacha which falls under the 

category of Davar Ha’aveid or Tzarchei Ha’moed is permitted. 

Then, Chazal prohibited certain melachos within the categories of 

Davar Ha’aveid or Tzarchei Ha’moed, such as doing an action 

that will prevent a monetary loss but also involves tircha yeseira 

(too much of a physical burden), which, on a Torah level, would 

have been permitted, but on a rabbinic level is prohibited. 

According to the Ramban, all the previously mentioned gemaros 

pose no contradiction as some types of melacha on Chol Hamoed 

are indeed prohibited on a Torah level, while others are only 

prohibited on a rabbinic level. 

 The Keren Orah, in the beginning of his commentary on 

Moed Katan, explains that even if we say that the source of the 

prohibition of melacha on Chol Hamoed is mide’oraisa, melacha 

is not prohibited mitzad atzmah (inherently) as is the case on 
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Shabbos and Yom Tov; rather, the whole prohibition is in order 

to allow for people to have the time and ability to fulfill the 

mitzvos of bringing the Korban Chagigah during the times of the 

Beis Hamikdash, and to fulfill the mitzva of simcha during Chol 

Hamoed which applies nowadays as well. The Torah put Chazal 

in charge of deciding which types of melachos would prevent us 

from having the time and ability to fulfill these two mitzvos and 

which types of melachos would not interfere with them. 

Therefore, says the Keren Orah, had abstention from melacha 

not achieved its purpose (and, on the contrary, caused people to 

be abused all of their free time), then even according to the 

Torah there would be no prohibition to do melacha. This, says 

the Keren Orah, explains why Rebbe Abba Bar Memmel would 

have been able to “veto” the prohibition of melacha on Chol 

Hamoed even if the prohibition is indeed mide’oraisa. (In terms 

of how we pasken, there is a machlokes between the Shulchan 

Aruch and the Rama in siman 530. There is much more to be 

said about this topic. See Mishnah Berurah and Beiur Halacha in 

siman 530 for a discussion on the matter.) 

 May we all be zocheh this Yom Tov and Chol Hamoed to 

fulfill the mitzvah of simcha, and to use our extra free time to 

elevate ourselves in our Avodas Hashem.  
 

Palm Fronds and  
Pedagogical Prohibitions:  
Teaching Torah to Gentiles 
  by Ned Krasnopolsky (TABC ‘19) 

 

Based on a Shiur given by Rabbi Uri Orlian,  

entitled “Teaching Torah to Gentiles.” 
  

 From an outsider’s perspective, Sukkot probably comes 

across as a bit confusing. The hut in your backyard is hard to 

understand, and if you are walking to shul with your lulav in one 

hand and etrog in the other, you will most likely receive a few 

odd glances from any drivers passing by. This situation is not 

only limited to Sukkot, and the question is raised as to what the 

appropriate response is if a non-Jew asks you to explain to him 

something from the Torah. 

The discussion of Talmud Torah Le’akum, teaching Torah to 

non-Jews, begins with a Gemara discussing a prohibition placed 

upon non-Jews themselves: the prohibition of learning Torah 

(Sanhedrin 59a). R’ Yochanan states that a non-Jew who 

engages in Torah study is liable to receive the death penalty (the 

Rambam will later explain that this does not actually mean 

execution), since the Torah states “Torah tzivah lanu Moshe, 

morasha kehilat Yaakov,”  “Moshe charged us with the 

Teaching as a heritage of the congregation of Yaakov (Devarim 

33:4).” R’ Yochanan understands that since the Torah states 

“us,” and not “them,” the inheritance is ours, and not any other 

nation’s. 

 The question is raised as to why this prohibition is not 

included in the list of Mitzvot Bnei Noach, the Noahide Laws. 

One explanation is that the prohibition of a non-Jew learning 

Torah falls under the category of Gezel, stealing. The Torah is 

Bnei Yisrael’s inheritance, and any unauthorized study is 

considered to be theft. As Gezel is already one of the Sheva 

Mitzvot Bnei Noach, there is no need to classify it as its own 

separate commandment. Another explanation is based on a 

slight change in the actual text of the passuk itself. Instead of 

reading the passuk as “morasha,” inheritance, one can read the 

passuk as “me’orasa,” betrothed. The Torah is “betrothed” to 

Bnei Yisrael, and if a non-Jew studies it, it is considered to be 

Gilui Arayot, illicit relations. As Gilui Arayot is also one of the 

Sheva Mitzvot Bnei Noach, no separate commandment is 

necessary. 

 However, the Gemara does not want to accept either of 

these reasons behind the prohibition of Talmud Torah for non-

Jews. Instead, the Gemara raises an objection from a beraita. 

The beraita states that “even a non-Jew who studies Torah is 

considered like a Kohen Gadol.” The beraita gains support from 

a passuk found in Vayikra: “and you shall keep My laws and 

My rules, by the pursuit of which man shall live, I am Hashem 

(Vayikra 18:5).” The passuk talks about the significance of 

Torah, yet it does not specifically state that only Bnei Yisrael 

shall gain from it; instead it states that “man shall live.” The 

author of the beraita interprets this to mean that even a non-Jew 

may gain from the Torah, implying that a non-Jew may learn 

Torah. 

 The Gemara goes on to explain that this allowance only 

applies to the halachot surrounding the Sheva Mitzvot Bnei 

Noach. But why would it be forbidden for a non-Jew to learn 

Torah in general? The Meiri understands that the prohibition 

acts as a safeguard. If a non-Jew studies the Torah, and a Jew 

sees him performing some mitzvot, and then the non-Jew 

performs Avodah Zarah, the Jew may come to mistakenly 

perform the Avodah Zarah under the false impression that the 

non-Jew was a Jew. As the whole prohibition exists only to 

prevent a Jew from misidentifying a non-Jew as a Jew, any 

Torah learning which does not mask the true identity of a non-

Jew would be permitted. Therefore, since the Sheva Mitzvot 

Bnei Noach are not considered exclusively the features of a Jew, 

a non-Jew may learn the parts of the Torah which involve them. 

The Rambam, on the other hand, in Hilchot Melachim 11:9, 

takes a different, more practical approach. The reason why non-

Jews may only learn the halachot surrounding the Sheva Mitzvot 

Bnei Noach is actually quite simple: you have to know how to 

do something before you do it! In fact, the Rambam places all of 

the responsibility to learn about the Sheva Mitzvot Bnei Noach 

upon the non-Jew. If a non-Jew breaks one of the Sheva Mitzvot 

Bnei Noach without knowing that what he did was forbidden, he 

is unable to claim that he should be exempt because he was not 

aware of the prohibition; he should have learned the halachot.  

But how exactly does the Rambam explain the prohibition of 

learning Torah in general? In an attempt to synthesize, the 

Rambam clumps together the prohibition of a non-Jew learning 

Torah under a single umbrella prohibition with the prohibition 

of a non-Jew keeping Shabbat. The common denominator is as 

follows: a non-Jew is unable to create a new religious practice 

for himself based on his own judgement. The Rambam views 

the learning of any Torah not pertaining to the Sheva Mitzvot 

Bnei Noach as a violation of this general rule. It is at this point 

that the Rambam explains what the Gemara meant when it said 

to “execute” any non-Jew who learns Torah—we punish him 

with malkot, and we tell him that what he did was deserving of 

death.  

 Up until now, we have been discussing the prohibition 

placed upon the non-Jew. However, how do the prohibitions 

placed upon the non-Jew’s independent study relate to a Jew 
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 Gilui Arayot if the non-Jew becomes greatly involved with the 

Torah.  

 Overall, it is important to know what one can or cannot 

teach to non-Jews who are intrigued by Torah U’mitzvot. 

Throughout our lives, as highlighted by the Meiri, it is important 

to maintain certain boundaries. However, there are definitely a 

few opinions upon which one can rely when put in a difficult 

situation. As we sing “Torah tzivah lanu Moshe” on Simchat 

Torah, try to keep in mind the incredibly unique opportunity of 

Limud Hatorah and Talmud Torah granted to us by Hakadosh 

Baruch Hu.  
Simcha, Sukkot and the  

Start of a New Year 
by Atara Neugroschl (Ma’ayanot ‘18) 

 

 While the mitzvah to be happy is associated with all three of 

the Shalosh Regalim, there seems to be a special connection 

between Sukkot and joy. Sukkot is called “zman simchateinu,” 

time of our happiness, and when the Beit Hamikdash was 

standing, supplementary, celebratory korbanot were brought on 

all seven days of the chag. Additionally, the passuk dictating the 

commandment to be happy on all three of the Shalosh Regalim is 

written specifically in conjunction with Sukkot. Taken from 

Devarim 16:14-15, the passuk “Vesamchta bechagecha… 

vehayita ach sameach,”  “and you should be happy on your 

holiday…and be completely happy,” has become a commonly 

repeated song and mantra for Sukkot. What is the special 

connection between happiness and Sukkot, and why is general 

happiness on holidays emphasized specifically during Sukkot? 

 An answer can be provided based on Rabbi Yonatan 

Emmett’s interpretation of the wording and grammar of the 

previously mentioned passuk. Rabbi Emmett inquires as to why 

the passuk seemingly repeats the same phrase twice. The passuk 

appears to mention the identical commandment for Bnei Yisrael 

“to be happy” on chagim twice, making the second half of the 

passuk seem superfluous. To answer this question, Rabbi Emmett 

notes the grammatical differences between both parts of the 

sentence and the subtle nuances of the words. The beginning half, 

“vesamachta bechagecha,” is an active command to be happy; 

however it is restricted to a limited time, “bechagecha,” during 

the designated holiday. On the other hand, the second half of the 

passuk, “vehayita ach sameach,”  is a general statement referring 

to the state of being happy, which is not limited to a specific time 

or act. 

 Rabbi Emmett suggests that these two phrases represent 

different commandments, and subsequent levels, of happiness. 

The first half refers to a happiness connected directly to the acts 

of the holiday and achieved through the rituals of the chag, while 

the second half mentions the state of happiness that may originate 

from the holiday, but lasts beyond the chag. This idea can help 

explain the connection between Sukkot and happiness. Many of 

the rituals of Sukkot are intended to remind Bnei Yisrael of 

Hashem’s protection and love. We sit in sukkot to remember 

Hashem protecting Bnei Yisrael in the Midbar, and we 

continuously celebrate Hashem granting us another year of life 

throughout the chag. Sukkot is a time to express immense 

gratitude to Hashem. 

 As Rav Zelig Pliskin explains in his sefer, Happiness, the 
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who teaches a non-Jew Torah? It is at this point where the 

vantage point flips, and the question of teaching comes into 

play. The Gemara in Chagiga 13a provides some insight on this 

very issue. Rav Ami states “Ein mosrin divrei torah le’nachri,” 

“one may not teach Torah to a non-Jew.” Rav Ami draws his 

support from Tehillim 147:20, which says “[G-d] did not do so 

for any other nation; of such rules they know nothing.”  

Tosafot (Chagiga 13a s.v Ein Mosrin) raise a question on Rav 

Ami’s statement of “Ein mosrin divrei torah le’nachri”: What is 

the purpose of creating a new prohibition of teaching a non-Jew 

when this prohibition is a natural extension of the prohibition for 

a non-Jew to learn Torah? After all, wouldn’t teaching Torah to 

a non-Jew be a violation of “lifnei iveir lo titein michshol,” the 

prohibition of causing another person to sin (literally “placing a 

stumbling block before a blind person [Vayikra 19:14]”)? 

You’re setting him up to fail! There is precedent for Lifnei Iveir 

applying when a non-Jew is on the receiving end; one of the 

prime examples of Lifnei Iveir is giving a non-Jew meat taken 

from an animal that was still alive, Eiver Min Hachai (which is 

one of the Sheva Mitzvot Bnei Noach)! Tosafot explain the 

necessity of a second prohibition as follows: Lifnei Iveir only 

applies in a case where the person gains access to something 

forbidden that was previously inaccessible to him. As a non-Jew 

may be able to access Torah without the help of a Jew, it is 

therefore necessary to establish the independent prohibition of 

teaching Torah to a non-Jew. 

 Additionally, the Maharsha (ibid.) points out the unique 

language of the Gemara. He wonders why the Gemara chose to 

use the language of “ein mosrin,” “we may not pass on,” instead 

of the more straightforward “ein melamdin,” “we may not 

teach.” The Maharsha uses this as a proof to show that you are 

able to teach non-Jews the halachot surrounding Sheva Mitzvot 

Bnei Noach, including the majority of mishpatim, judicial cases, 

in general. This creates a difficulty with the aforementioned 

passuk found in Tehillim. How can it be that “ Mishpatim bal 

yeda’um”  if in fact the only thing non-Jews are allowed to learn 

are mishpatim, and nothing else? The Maharsha develops an 

incredible approach based on the language of the passuk. He 

derives that there is another aspect of mishpatim which one is 

unable to teach—the reasoning behind the Mitzvot. 

On Bava Kama 38a, there is a case in which non-Jews were 

impressed with the scholarly nature of the Torah, but they found 

what they deemed to be an “inconsistency.” When presented 

with the “inconsistency,” the Chachamim attempted to correct 

the non-Jews’ misinterpretation by teaching them the correct 

interpretation multiple times. Tosafot (ibid.) try to explain how 

the Chachamim were able to teach the non-Jews. Tosafot 

explain that either they were forced to teach them, or that the 

non-Jews came to them while pretending to be future converts. 

 Based on the Gemara’s phrasing, the Netziv reinterprets 

Tosafot’s question. The question, according to the Netziv, is not 

how the Chachamim could teach the non-Jews the correct 

interpretation, but how they could teach it over multiple times. 

The Netziv understands that there is only a prohibition to teach 

Torah to non-Jews if they will become proficient enough to 

generate their own chiddushim, novelties. This proficiency is 

developed through repetition. In addition, the Netziv brings back 

the reasoning of Gilui Arayot to prove his point. The prohibition 

of teaching, and consequently learning, only exists if the 

information is taught in great depth. It is only considered to be 
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key to joy is to “appreciate all that there is to be grateful for in 

your life and your world”. Sukkot is intrinsically connected to 

happiness due to its nature of being a holiday of gratitude. 

However, it is relevant to happiness on an additional level due to 

its position at the start of the new year. Sukkot is our transition 

into the new year; after spending Rosh Hashana and Yom 

Kippur making promises and setting goals for ourselves, this 

holiday is intended to set the tone for the rest of the coming 

year. For this reason, Sukkot is a holiday of gratitude, written in 

conjunction with the commandment to be happy. As Rabbi 

Emmett explains, we are supposed to use the rituals of Sukkot to 

be thankful to Hashem and happy with our lives. However, as 

explained through the words “vehayita ach sameach,” this 

holiday is intended to put us in a state of happiness that can 

continue on throughout the year. Sukkot is connected to 

happiness because it is a pivotal time in the year, when we can 

reflect on our gratitude and take the feelings of happiness that 

the holiday produces to live a joyful life.  
 

Sukkot and Its Symbolism 
by Eli Seidman (Frisch ’18) 

 

 Sukkot is one of the most symbolic holidays on the Jewish 

calendar. One can find the source for the Arbah Minim in Sefer 

Vayikra. The passuk says, “On the first day you shall take the 

fruit of a citrus tree, palm branches, boughs of thick trees and 

brook willows, and you shall rejoice before the Lord your God 

seven days (Vayikra 23:40).” There are many different lessons 

and symbols that can be extrapolated from the Arbah Minim. 

There are four main species, but if you split them up there are 

really seven components: a Lulav, an Etrog, three Hadassim, 

and two Aravot. 

 Rav Meir Spiegelman of Yeshivat Har Etzion offers a 

novel suggestion as to the symbolism behind the seven 

components of the Arbah Minim. He says that the Shivat 

Haminim of Eretz Yisrael can be broken down into four 

different groups: Three fruits (grapes, figs, and pomegranates), 

two grains (wheat, and barley), olives, and dates. The Lulav 

corresponds to the dates, the three Hadassim parallel the three 

fruits, and the Etrog, which is not consumed in its original form 

but rather used for its byproducts, resembles the olive, which is 

used for making oil. Sukkot is also known as Chag Ha’asif 

(Shemot 34:22), the time when farmers collected all of their 

produce. The central mitzvot of this day allude to the Shivat 

Haminim that characterize the unique quality of Eretz Yisrael, 

and of giving thanks to Hashem. 

 Another key symbol during the holiday of Sukkot is the 

Sukkah. The commandant for Sukkah can also be found in Sefer 

Vayikra. The passuk states, “You shall live in booths seven 

days; all citizens in Israel shall live in booths (Vaykira 23:42).” 

There is a famous machloket between Rabbi Eliezer and Rabbi 

Akiva regarding what the Sukkah is meant to remind us of. 

Rabbi Eliezer says that the Sukkah reminds us of the Ananei 

Hakavod (Clouds of Glory) that surrounded Bnei Yisrael in the 

Midbar and provided divine protection, while Rabbi Akiva says 

that the Sukkah reminds us of the huts in which Bnei Yisrael 

lived in the Midbar. 

 There are a few difficulties with Rabbi Eliezer’s opinion. If 

he is saying that the Sukkah of the Cloud is supposed to protect 

us, then why do we commemorate it in a way that does the 

opposite? We go outside and sit in the Sukkah, which does not 

provide such “state-of-the-art” protection! Some answer that the 

Ananei Hakavod were a forcefield of protection around Bnei 

Yisrael, symbolizing Hashem’s love and protection for the 

Jewish people, and showing the relationship between Hashem 

and the Jewish People in the Midbar. In the Sukkah’s shade as 

well, we feel the shade of Hashem protecting the Jewish People. 

 In regards to Rabbi Eliezer’s opinion, when we go and 

make our sukkot we are reenacting what Bnei Yisrael did in the 

Midbar. They were strangers in the land and their houses were 

not permanent. Even though we, thank G-d, are blessed with 

more comfortable living conditions, one week a year we leave 

our homes to re-enter the Sukkah and remind ourselves of that 

time in our nation’s history. Though our houses today may be 

more structurally sound, we are no less reliant on G-d than they 

were. Rabbi Eliezer’s view makes every Jew re-enact and re-

experience the precariousness of human life and our dependence 

on G-d. 
 

The Connection between  
Sukkos and Aharon Hakohen 

by Shlomo Luchins (RTMA ’19) 

 

 In Parshas Emor, Hashem commands us to dwell in booths, 

called sukkos, for one week of the year, starting with the 

fifteenth of Tishrei. The reason given is that He “had us dwell in 

booths when he took us out of Egypt (Vayikra 23:42).” The 

nature of these sukkos is disputed in the Gemara Sukkah 11b: 

were they physical booths, or is the verse referring to the clouds 

of glory which surrounded the camp of Bnei Yisrael? Targum 

Onkelos translates the verse to refer to clouds, and it is this 

interpretation that is the topic of this Dvar Torah. 

 The Gemara in Ta’anis 9a teaches that these clouds were in 

the merit of Aharon, who was Moshe’s brother and the Kohen 

Gadol. There were seven clouds: one in each of the four 

direction, one above to protect from the sun, one below to carry 

the Jews, and one ahead to show the way. The clouds would also 

lower the hills and raise the valleys so that the people could 

cross easily. When the people would camp, the cloud would rest 

over the Mishkan, and at night it would transform into a pillar of 

fire. What was the connection between Aharon and the clouds?   

Perhaps the answer can be found in Maseches Avos. There it 

quotes Hillel saying “Be of the students of Aharon, loving peace 

and chasing peace, loving your fellow creatures and bringing 

them close to the Torah.” As Kohen Gadol, it was the 

responsibility of Aharon to make sure that there was no strife 

among Bnei Yisrael. As the Gemara in Makkos 11a says about 

an Ir Miklat, a City of Refuge (where a person who murdered 

someone accidentally would have to flee to and remain until the 

Kohen Gadol died), the reason the Kohen Gadol is considered 

somewhat liable for the accidental murder is because “it was the 

responsibility of the Kohen Gadol to daven that such a tragedy 

of a murder wouldn’t happen during his administration.” Aharon 

would not only daven, but he would personally make sure that 

all people could get along. If two people would have a fight and 

not be on speaking terms with one another, Aharon would 

intervene, saying to each individual “Your friend feels very bad 

about what has come between you, but is just too embarrassed to 

say so.” He would get the two to talk to each other and they 

would make up. 
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 someone working, our mind interprets that they’re raising money 

to support a family. Our eyes are only telling us what action the 

person is doing. The hadas is compared to the eye and someone 

who only has chessed but no torah, because the eye can only see 

the superficial acts of kindness that the one doing the chessed 

outwardly shows. The “hadas Jew” the Midrash was talking 

about is does chessed because it’s a nice thing, but he doesn’t see 

the Torah behind it. His mind is just an eye, only seeing the 

superficial. The Megillah was telling us that Esther had to keep 

her identity hidden because if she would have told Achashveirosh 

that she was a Jew, the whole story wouldn’t have played out. 

She was only able to let Achashveirosh see her on a superficial 

level. 

 On a superficial level, or to just the eye, this may seem like 

a nice idea. It is good to resolve a seemingly extra word in the 

Torah to discover the essence of a person and a plant. However, 

what is the “hidden message”? How can this idea apply in our 

lives? Oftentimes, we are too lazy or ignorant to look deeper into 

things, and we only see the plain action. We are often very quick 

to judge that someone is doing something wrong. However, that’s 

not always the case. The “Hadassahs” of the Torah are telling us 

to take a step back and be dan lekaf zechus towards people, being 

that most of the time we can’t really look deeply into their lives. 

However, we can take a deeper look at ourselves. As Rosh 

Hashanah and Yom Kippur have just passed, now is as good a 

time as ever to do a cheshbon hanefesh before the final 

judgement is sealed on Hoshana Rabbah. With this deeper look 

into ourselves, we should improve ourselves to the extent that not 

only do we make it to the next Rosh Hashanah, but that we make 

it to the next Rosh Hashanah in Yerushalayim bimheira 

beyameinu. Chag Sameach! 
 

Turning our Sukkah  
into a Sukkat Shalom 

by Scott Sandor (North Shore ’18) 

 

 It’s the only the third day of Sukkot. Your schach has 

probably been blown off your sukkah. The decorations in your 

sukkah have been thrown to the ground. The entire sukkah has 

been pushed back two feet as a result of yesterday’s heavy wind. 

These occurrences are predictable and can be expected. After all, 

we are living in a flimsy makeshift hut for seven days. 

 Sefer Vayikra 23:42 commands us to live in these sukkot 

for an entire week. Rava in Sukkah 2a understands the verse the 

following way: “For the entire seven days, emerge from the 

permanent residence in which you reside year round and reside in 

a temporary residence, the sukkah.” Rava goes on to explain the 

different halachot that invalidate a dirat arai, or temporary 

dwelling, such as the height requirements of a sukkah. Since we 

are living in this temporary booth that is not nearly as 

comfortable and sturdy as our permanent houses, the phenomena 

listed above can be understood as “typical” situations for our 

sukkot. 

 The word “sukkah” is used countless times in Jewish 

literature and tefillah. Every night during maariv, we recite the 

beracha of hashkiveinu, asking Hashem to grant us protection 

from enemies, disease, famine, and to allow us to rejuvenate 

ourselves during our sleep. One common theme amongst the 

words of this tefilah is the idea of creating a safe and peaceful 
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 Aharon would bridge gaps between people, or, 

metaphorically, “raise the valleys and lower the hills.” 

 If Sukkos is a reminder of the Exodus, why do we not sit in 

the sukkah on Pesach, during the time the Exodus took place? 

One answer given is that sitting in the sukkah that time of year 

wouldn’t be recognized as a remembrance of the Exodus, since 

the spring is a time when many people go out in huts. Perhaps 

we could add that the reason is to connect Bnei Yisrael. No 

matter how fancy the house, how large or how expensive, every 

Jew gets out at the beginning of the time when people are going 

inside, to remember that there was a time where we had nothing 

but what we brought out of Egypt on our backs, and our only 

shelter was what Hashem put over our heads. We are equal on 

Sukkos, at peace, and this is the perfect way to conclude the 

Yamim Noraim, Days of Awe, when we all stood before Our 

King as one to be judged. What better reminder that we are still 

one, even though the rest of the year has started? A connection 

with all of Israel and Hashem is exactly what Aharon wanted 

every Jew to have. With peace in mind, we look forward to the 

eternal bliss of the Days of Mashiach, and we should merit 

sitting in the Sukkah of the Leviathan (see Bava Basra 75b), 

speedily and soon.  
 

The Mussar of the Hadassim 
by Effie Klein (Rambam Mesivta ’18) 

 

 When we first get introduced to Mordechai and Esther, the 

Megillah says “Hadassah—she is Esther (Esther 2:7).” Although 

we know her as Esther, the Megillah must be making a point if 

it’s telling us a detail that we only see once. What significance 

does a name have if we never use it? To answer this question, 

we must look at another place where we find “Hadassah” in the 

Torah, and see how that “Hadassah” relates to our “Hadassah” 

in the Megillah. 

 In Parshas Emor (Vayikra 23:40), we are commanded to 

observe the mitzvah of the Arba Minim, yet the passuk is very 

vague in saying what they are. One of the Arba Minim is 

described as “anaf eitz avos”, roughly translated as “branches of 

leafy trees”. Rashi there brings down the Gemara Sukkah 32b, 

which says that this tree must be obscured by its leaves. The 

Gemara deduces that the passuk refers to the myrtle tree, or as 

we know it, the hadassim. 

 To understand what the hadas plant really is, we have to 

take a look at some famous midrashim we’ve heard when we 

were younger. The first midrash (Vayikra Rabbah 30:12) lists 

how each of the Arba Minim symbolize a type of Jew. Just as 

the hadassim “...have a smell but no taste, so too Bnei Yisrael 

has among them those with good deeds but no Torah.” The other 

famous midrash (ibid. 14) compares each of the Arba Minim to 

a part of the body. The idea came from R’ Mani, who said that 

the passuk “Kol atzmosai tomarnah ‘Hashem mi kamocha?’ ”- 

“all of my bones say, ‘G-d, who is like You?’ (Tehillim 35:10)” 

is really talking about the Arba Minim. The lulav is the spine, 

the aravah is the mouth, the esrog is the heart, and the hadas is 

the eye. When we wave together the Arba Minim, representing 

all parts of our body, we symbolize praising Hashem with all of 

our limbs. 

 Unlike the mind, the eye can only see things on a 

superficial level. Using just one’s eyes, one cannot tell what a 

person is thinking when he does something. When our eyes see 
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world. The Hebrew word for peace, shalom, literally means 

wholeness or completeness. If we are lacking something that is a 

necessity (e.g. a jacket for the cold), we cannot be at peace. 

Therefore, once one acquires completeness and comfort, peace 

can exist. Additionally, love and concern for others can create 

peace in this world. This can be proven with the statement from 

Pirkei Avot 1:12, “Be among the disciples of Aaron, loving 

peace and pursuing peace, loving people and bringing them 

close to Torah.” Through loving others, one is fulfilling a Torah 

obligation, and since one is following the Torah, one is therefore 

pursuing peace as it states, “[The Torah’s] ways are ways of 

pleasantness, and all its paths lead to peace (Mishlei 3:17).” 

 At the end of the hashkiveinu prayer we ask Hashem to 

spread upon us a “sukkat shalom,” commonly translated as a 

“shelter of peace.” When envisioning a shelter of peace one can 

associate a loving and caring environment or community with 

this image. However, there is something ironic in this phrase. If 

we are in fact asking Hashem for peace, we certainly would 

want to request permanent peace. The word “sukkah” is defined 

as a structure that is specifically temporary. There is something 

very deep and astounding that can be learned from here. Nothing 

in our lives, except for Hashem’s existence, is permanent. 

People are born and people die. We grow and mature. We make 

mistakes and then we learn. If every instant of our lives is a 

temporary event, then surely we would want to strive to 

appreciate and bring meaning to every moment. We must learn 

to bring ourselves to peace in order to attain this appreciation for 

our sacred time on this world. We must constantly think how we 

can show more love and concern for our peers. A simple hello to 

that new student at school can go farther than we imagine. A 

helping hand for those who need help building their sukkahs this 

year is tremendous! We cannot fixate on our temporary pasts, 

but must focus on the new, the present, and the improvement of 

our middot. 

 When Hashem took us out of Egypt he protected all of us. 

Our sukkahs symbolize the protection that Hashem bestowed 

upon us after performing incredible miracles and wonders. With 

Hashem’s love and concern for his people, he saved and 

protected us on countless occasions, thus creating shalom. How 

much more so should we try to emulate this love and concern to 

create and be zocheh to a sukkat shalom for ourselves, our 

communities, and the rest of the world.  
 

What’s “Sukkat David”? 
by Yossi Nadel (Farber ’18) 

 

 In the bentching on Sukkot, we say “harachaman hu yakim 

lanu et sukkat David hanofalet” . What is the “Sukkat David” , 

and how does it connect to Sukkot? 

 The words are derived from the navi Amos. Several 

chapters of Sefer Amos are dedicated to warning the Jews of the 

dire consequences of their sins. However, in its final chapter, the 

Navi reassures the Jewish people that Hashem’s protection of 

them will never end: “In that day, I will set up again the fallen 

booth of David: I will mend its breaches and set up its ruins 

anew. I will build it firm as in the days of old (Amos 9:11).” 

 Most commentaries see the term “Sukkat David” as a 

reference to Geula, the rebuilding of the Beit Hamikdash and the 

resumption of the Davidic dynasty. However, the use of the 

word “sukkah” and its implication of something temporary 

seems to contradict Amos’ intention. 

 Commenting on this passuk in Amos, the Maharal 

(Netzach Yisrael, Chapter 35) notes that the term “Sukkat 

David” was chosen specifically. Normally, the word used to 

describe a dynasty is “bayit” (such as the term “Beit Yosef”). 

The Maharal continues by saying that once destroyed, a bayit 

cannot be put back together. Another structure can be built in 

the same place, but that structure by definition is a new bayit. In 

contrast, because a sukkah is temporary, it can and will be 

rebuilt, as we do each year. The Maharal explains that in 

reassuring the people of the reconstruction of the Davidic 

dynasty, Amos used a term which would imply continuity of a 

chain and not something begun anew. The point is strengthened 

by the passuk’s use of the verb “akim”, meaning “to set up,” as 

opposed to the word “livnot”, meaning “to build”. We are 

anticipating the “putting up” of the Sukkat David that has fallen 

down, and not the building of something that is no longer there. 

The appearance of the verb “banah” at the end of the passuk is 

not a reference to the resurgence of the Davidic monarchy but 

rather to its permanence after it has been re-established. 

 The question remains as to why Hakamat Sukkat David is 

so intrinsically related to Sukkot that it is featured in its birkat 

hamazon. The obvious connection is that the dedication of the 

Beit Hamikdash by Shlomo took place just before Sukkot. 

However, a careful reading of the text (Melachim I 6:38, 8:2) 

reveals that Shlomo Hamelech specifically delayed the 

dedication of the Beit Hamikdash eleven months so that it would 

take place near Sukkot. He wanted to make a connection 

between Hakamat Sukkat David (as referring to the Beit 

Hamikdash) and the holiday of Sukkot. Why? 

 I believe that Shlomo saw in the dedication of the Beit 

Hamikdash the completion of a journey begun by the Bnei 

Yisrael in the desert. As Rabbi Eliezer notes in Masechet 

Sukkah 11b, the holiday of Sukkot reminds us of the “clouds of 

glory in which we settled in the desert.” Significantly, at the 

time of the dedication of the Beit Hamikdash, we merited that 

the “cloud of Glory” of Hashem settled in our midst. It was at 

that moment that we arrived at the goal of our four hundred and 

eighty year journey from Yetziat Mitzrayim. As the passuk 

states in the haftarah read on the first day of Sukkot, “and the 

cloud filled the House of the Lord, so that the Kohanim could 

not stand to minister because of the cloud, for the glory of the 

Lord had filled the House of the Lord (Melachim I 8:10).” 

Sukkot, therefore, reminds us not only of the protection of 

Hashem during the impermanence of our desert wanderings, but 

of the culmination of that journey in the permanent construction 

of the Beit Hashem. 

 Each year when we rebuild our Sukkot, we remind 

ourselves of both the clouds of glory of our wandering past, as 

well as the cloud of glory of our wished for future. It is our wish 

that the Sukkot of the present provide the foundation for the 

Hakamat Sukkat David Hanofalet, bimheira beyameinu amen.  
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